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A large photonic band gap (PBG) is highly favorable for photonic crystal devices. One of the most important goals of PBG materials research is identifying structural design strategies for maximizing the gap size. We provide a comprehensive analysis of the PBG properties of two-dimensional (2D) quasicrystals (QCs), where rotational symmetry, dielectric fill factor, and structural morphology were varied systematically in order to identify correlations between structure and PBG width at a given dielectric contrast (13:1, Si:air). The transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) PBGs of 12 types of QCs are investigated (588 structures). We discovered a 12mm QC with a 56.5% TE PBG, the largest reported TE PBG for an aperiodic crystal to date. We also report here a QC morphology comprising “throwing star”-like dielectric domains, with near-circular air cores and interconnecting veins emanating radially around the core. This interesting morphology leads to a complete PBG of $\sim$20%, which is the largest reported complete PBG for aperiodic crystals.

Photonic crystals (PCs), invented in 1987 [1], have abilities to control the flow of light [2–15] primarily because of their photonic band gap (PBG) properties [16,17]. Two-dimensional (2D) photonic quasicrystals (PQCs) have been shown to be promising PBG materials because of their nearly isotropic photonic band structures stemming from their high rotational symmetries [18,19], defect-free localized modes [20–22], and the possibility to open a PBG at a lower refractive index contrast than typical PC structures [23,24]. PQCs have attracted additional interest for a variety of photonic applications, including lensing [25], waveguiding [26,27], negative refraction [28], and optical fiber devices [29].

An essential requirement for many applications of PBG materials is the gap size. The first study of PQC structures was published in 1998 and focused on 8mm symmetric quasicrystals (QCs) [30]. At a dielectric contrast of 10:1, Chan found a transverse magnetic (TM) gap of 22% for structures consisting of isolated dielectric rods, while a corresponding 8mm vein-connected dielectric structure displayed a 25% transverse electric (TE) gap and no complete PBGs [30]. In 2000, a published report on the properties of 12-fold rotationally symmetric QCs suggested that even higher rotational symmetries could lead to significant improvements over conventional photonic crystals, and claimed finding a complete PBG of 30% at an astounding low dielectric contrast of only 4:1 [31]. Soon after, the results of this paper were contradicted; structures with air rods decorating the vertices of a 12mm square-triangular tiling exhibited only a modest complete PBG that opens at a dielectric contrast $\geq$7:1 [32]. Many theoretical investigations of QC PBG properties ensued, including Penrose structures [33], 5mm QCs [18], 8mm QCs [23,34], and various 12mm QCs [32,35]. A list of the various QC structures and the associated PBG properties and corresponding dielectric contrasts is presented in supplementary material [36]. However, due to the various differences in the focus and material assumptions in these studies, it is quite difficult to conduct a direct comparison and detailed structure-property analysis to identify design elements for optimizing the PBG properties of 2D QCs of different symmetries and morphologies. For example, the impact of morphology on the size of TM PBG has been somewhat obscured, though recently the strong influence of the resonance of discrete dielectric features has been identified in independent studies [33,37–41]. While the importance of large PBG sizes for applications of PBG material-based devices has been well recognized, in the case of QC much work remains to be done towards identifying the champion QC structures, with the largest TM, TE, and complete PBGs.

In this report, we conduct a comprehensive study of the impact of rotational symmetry and morphology on the PBGs of 12 different types of 588 QCs, assuming the constitutive materials are silicon and air ($\varepsilon_2 : \varepsilon_1 = 13 : 1$). The QCs investigated are defined by level set equations [42,43] that can be fabricated by interference lithography [44–48], and QCs generated by decorating quasiperiodic geometric tilings according to a particular recipe [49,50], which can be fabricated via e-beam lithography or focused ion beam lithography. We examined both TE and TM PBGs, for 8mm, 10mm, and 12mm rotational symmetries, for a very wide dielectric fill ratio range (0.02–0.98), and both structural morphologies (dielectric-filled, or air-filled). For each QC type in this extensive set of morphologies and symmetries, we used finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations to find the optimum filling ratio that maximizes the TM or the TE PBG. Champion QCs with the largest TM, the largest TE, and the largest complete PBG are discussed and analyzed and the physical origins of the gaps are described.

The first family of 2D QCs investigated is generated using the following level set equation:

$$f(x,y) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \cos\left(2\pi x \cos(\pi n/N) / a + 2\pi y \sin(\pi n/N) / a\right).$$

(1)
FIG. 1. (a)–(e) Structural evolution with fill factor for 8 mm symmetric QCs defined by level set equation (1). Here the last number behind LS−8 mm/ is the filling ratio of the black component. For a negative photoresist, a black component indicates the dielectric; for a positive photoresist, the black color indicates air features in a dielectric surrounding; (f)–(j) Structural evolution with fill factor for 10 mm symmetric QCs defined by level set equation (1); (k)–(o): structural evolution with fill factor for 12 mm symmetric QCs defined by level set equation (1).

The value of $2N$ in Eq. (1) sets the rotational symmetry of the associated QCs, and $a$ represents the characteristic unit length. QCs defined by level set equation (1) can be fabricated by multiple-exposure interference lithography (MEIL) [44,51,52]. Equation (1) can be used to generate two types of QC structure morphologies, using an analogy with the photoresist tone in MEIL: (i) positive tone, where the dielectric material of choice is found at all locations where $f(x,y) < t$ (air fills the rest of the space), and (ii) negative tone, where the dielectric material occupies all locations where $f(x,y) > t$. Since large rotational symmetries involve increasing fabrication difficulties due to a reduced structural contrast associated with increasing the number of exposures, we focused our studies on QCs with $N < 7$. For $N = 1, 2, 3$, the structures are periodic. For $N = 4, 5, 6$, the structures are quasiperiodic with rotational symmetries 8 mm, 10 mm, and 12 mm, respectively. Some representative QC morphologies from this study are shown in Fig. 1. The rotation center of MEIL is assumed to be at the high light intensity position of the one-dimensional (1D) periodic fringe pattern, which generates additional mirror symmetries. The resultant highest point group symmetries for eightfold, tenfold, and twelvefold QCs are 8 mm, 10 mm, and 12 mm. Here we use LS-8 mm, LS-10 mm, and LS-12 mm to denote 8 mm, 10 mm, and 12 mm QCs generated from level set equation (1).

The second set of QC structures studied is generated by decorating quasiperiodic geometric tilings obtained by 2D projection from a higher dimensional space [49,50]. Here, we consider the approach of placing rods (dielectric or air) at the nodes of the chosen tilings, and filling the region between the rods with the complementary material (dielectric rods in air, or vice versa for the opposite structural morphology). Representative QCs of various symmetries are shown in Fig. 2. We use RQC (or ARQC) to denote QCs generated from placing dielectric (or air) rods at the nodes of the chosen tilings.

The PBG of these 2D QC structures can be determined from maps of the local density of states (LDOS) [23,34,53–55] calculated using a FDTD solution to Maxwell’s equations [56,57]. In a LDOS map, a continuous low-LDOS region along the vertical frequency axis indicates a PBG. We first discuss the results for TM polarized waves in QCs defined by the level set equation (1). The LDOS maps for the 8 mm, 10 mm, and 12 mm QCs are shown in Fig. 3. As the filling ratio of the structures ($f$) is varied from 0.02 to 0.98, a number of regions with gaps are found. For the negative tone LS-8 mm QC shown in Fig. 3(a), the largest TM PBG size is 37.0%, occurring at $f = 0.18$. 
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FIG. 2. (a)–(e) QCs of 8 mm rotational symmetry from quasiperiodic tiling patterns decorated with rods. Here the number after $R = 8\text{mm}$ is the filling ratio of the black component; (f)–(j) QCs of 10 mm rotational symmetry from quasiperiodic tiling patterns decorated with rods; (k)–(o) QCs of 12 mm rotational symmetry from quasiperiodic tiling patterns decorated with rods. For RQCs, the black color indicates the dielectric and the white color indicates the air, whereas for ARQCs, the black color indicates the air and the white color indicates the dielectric.

For the positive tone LS-8 mm QC shown in Fig. 3(b), a similar sized TM PBG also occurs at $f = 0.18$. For the negative tone LS-10 mm QC shown in Fig. 3(c), an interesting observation is that the lowest TM PBG width remains almost constant for a wide range of filling fractions and this insensitivity makes it a good candidate for experimental photonic devices. For the positive tone LS-10 mm QC shown in Fig. 3(d), the largest TM PBG size is 40.7% at $f = 0.14$. For the negative tone LS-12 mm QC shown in Fig. 3(e), the largest TM PBG size is 40.7% at $f = 0.14$. For the positive tone LS-12 mm QC shown in Fig. 3(f), a large TM PBG of $\sim 42\%$ appears in the range of $0.1 \leq f \leq 0.2$, implying another excellent candidate for photonic devices. The comprehensive results of this study are collected in Table I.

Next we analyze the TM PBGs of QCs defined by placing solid rods (R-) or air rods (AR-) of desired diameter at the vertices of various QC geometric tilings obtained from hyperspace projection. Interestingly, for $R = 8\text{mm}$, $R = 10\text{mm}$, and $R = 12\text{mm}$ QCs, as well as the reference case of a triangular lattice PC (R-p6mm), the TM LDOS gaps are all found to be quite similar; see Figs. 4(a)–4(d). The similarity of the LDOS for these structures in the region with $f < 0.25$ is due to the dominant role of the Mie resonances generated by individual dielectric rods [38,39,41]. Although the rotational symmetries of the QCs are different, the identity of the individual scatterer is preserved and is found to lead to similar PBG properties for the various quasiperiodic arrangements we investigated. At larger fill fractions the averaged edge-edge distance of the rods becomes small and the TM PBG closes quickly, which can be associated with a loss of distinct Mie resonances in the case of interconnected dielectric domains. The largest observed TM PBGs of $R = 8\text{mm}$, $R = 10\text{mm}$, and $R = 12\text{mm}$ QCs are listed in Table I. The largest PBGs ($>45\%$) occur at $f = 0.12$ for the dielectric contrast of 13:1 used in this study. Compared to TM PBGs of RQCs, ARQCs are found to display smaller TM PBGs, as shown in Table I and Fig. 5.

In order to better understand why RQCs have superior TM gap properties compared to ARQCs and LSQCs, we examine their corresponding structural characteristics. It is known that morphologies consisting of separate dielectric domains can have a large TM PBG, thus we start with exploring the impact of the dielectric domain shapes and arrangements. Based on our calculations shown in Table I and from the data in Ref. [18], QCs consisting of entirely circular-shaped features, e.g., rods on the nodes of quasiperiodic tilings, have...
FIG. 3. (Color online) (a)–(f) TM photonic LDOS maps for LS-8 mm, LS-10 mm, and LS-12 mm QCs, with log (LDOS) plotted vs fill ratio and frequency.

The best TM PBG properties. Further, the TM PBGs of QCs consisting of separated noncircular features (one group of level set equation: LS-8 mm, LS-10 mm, and LS-12 mm) are smaller than the TM PBGs of QCs consisting of near-circular

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Summary of key findings from the LDOS numerical calculations. The results are for $\varepsilon_2/\varepsilon_1 = 13 : 1$. Here $f$ is the optimal filling ratio for large PBG.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quasicrystal type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative tone LS-8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive tone LS-8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative tone LS-10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive tone LS-10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative tone LS-12 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive tone LS-12 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-12 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR-8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR-10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR-12 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR-12 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR-12 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-p6mm (crystal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-p6mm (crystal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-p6mm (crystal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeycomb (crystal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeycomb (crystal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR-p6mm (crystal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR-p6mm (crystal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR-p6mm (crystal)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
features (five to ten groups of level set equation, shown in Ref. [18]). A noncircular element has different scattering cross sections for waves incident from different angles, which is disadvantageous for wave propagation suppression for all in-plane directions. For example, the separated dielectric features of ARQCs with a low filling ratio, as shown in Figs. 2(e), 2(j), and 2(o), are star shaped or a rectangular shape with sharp corners. Such features are strongly anisotropic scatterers; therefore their TM PBGs are small, as can be seen in Table I and Fig. 5. Furthermore, besides the importance of optimizing the shape of the individual dielectric domain, it is important to emphasize the importance of their spatial arrangement. R-p6mm PC structures display larger TM PBG than the corresponding RQCs, benefiting from added coherent Bragg scattering. In RQC structures, the larger variation of nearest-neighbor distances further limits the resonance optimization.

We now proceed to examine the results for the TE LDOS calculations. In general, TE PBGs are favored for a structure comprised of a network of connected veins. For example, the honeycomb vein structure is the champion photonic crystal structure with the largest TE PBG of 60% for $\varepsilon_1/\varepsilon_2 = 13.0$ [58]. As shown in the supplementary material [59], the TE PBGs of all the QC structures examined in this study are found to be much smaller (<10%), with one notable exception. In the case of the AR-12mm QC structure, we found a very large TE PBG of 56.5% at $f = 0.32$, which is the largest TE PBG observed to date for QCs and only slightly lower than the champion honeycomb structure [60]. The PBG gap map of AR-12mm QC and the LDOS plot for the champion AR-12mm QC are shown in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) and the corresponding AR-12mm morphology at $f = 0.32$ is shown in Fig. 6(a). The high rotational symmetry leads to high density of interconnected veins. To identify some correlations between structure and TE PBG properties, we also examine the case of the periodic honeycomb crystal (AR-p6mm) for which we compute the LDOS map and analyze the underlying morphology. Interestingly, we find a very similar TE gap range, as shown in Table I, and, furthermore, many common structural motifs between the AR-12mm QC structure and the AR-p6mm PC structure, shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). The primary difference between the honeycomb structure and AR-12mm QC is that the nodes connecting the veins of the AR-12mm QC all contain a small round central dielectric core feature. We believe that the repeating motifs of the “throwing star”-like dielectric domains, with near-circular cores and interconnecting veins emanating radially, are key for simultaneously enabling complete gaps (overlapping TE and TM gaps), as discussed in this paper.

To display a large complete PBG, the photonic structure needs to enable TM and TE gaps that are both large and have overlapping frequency intervals. The complete PBGs of most of the QCs examined in the present work are minimal (i.e., <10%). AR-12mm is the only exception with a TM PBG and a TE PBG >20% , as shown in Table I. At $f = 0.18$, the AR-12mm QC has the largest complete PBG (19.8%), which is essentially the same as the largest complete PBG found to date (20.1%) [61] and it is the largest reported value for aperiodic crystals. A portion of the champion AR-12mm QC is shown in more detail in Fig. 6(e). Comparing the AR-12mm QC in Fig. 6(a) ($f = 0.32$) and the same structure with a lower filling ratio in Fig. 6(e) ($f = 0.18$), we find that as we decrease the filling ratio, the dielectric veins become thinner compared to the dielectric core, causing the TE PBG to shrink rapidly from 56.5% to 20% while the TM PBG increases from 0% to ~20%. The physical reason for this

![FIG. 4. (Color online) (a)–(d) TM photonic LDOS maps for periodic R-p6mm and the quasiperiodic R-8mm, R-10mm, and R-12mm QCs, with log (LDOS) plotted vs fill ratio and frequency.](image-url)
FIG. 5. (Color online) (a)–(c) TM photonic LDOS maps for AR-8mm, AR-10mm, and AR-12mm QCs, with log (LDOS) plotted vs fill ratio and frequency. The ARQCs with a low filling ratio have a wide range of shapes and sizes of the discrete dielectric regimes [see Figs. 2(e), 2(j), and 2(o)] and they provide relatively weak TM gaps.

behavior is that the veins contribute to the TE PBG through a destructive Bragg interference mechanism. As the vein thickness decreases, the strength of destructive interference decreases and the TE PBG shrinks. For thinner veins, their corresponding connection points consist of a relatively larger dielectric portion of the total and act as effective “particles”, as shown in Fig. 6(e). The resonant scattering of these “particles” enables the formation of the TM PBG. Therefore the large, complete PBG of the AR-12mm at \( f = 0.18 \) is enabled by its morphology comprising simultaneously a thin dielectric vein network, which contributes a large TE PBG, and the set of “throwing star”-like dielectric particles, which contributes a large TM PBG. If the filling ratio is further decreased, e.g., to 0.12, the veins are broken and the QC is no longer self-connected, leaving isolated square-shape dielectric particles—not surprisingly, in this case the corresponding TE PBG is zero while the TM PBG is still \( \sim 20\% \).

In conclusion, we computed and analyzed in detail the LDOS of two families of 2D photonic QCs, generated from level set equations and from quasiperiodic tiling patterns decorated with rods, for three different rotational symmetries (8, 10, and 12). We found that (1) for QCs comprising individual dielectric features, TM PBGs are largely impacted by the feature shape and feature interdistance. QCs consisting of dielectric rods with uniform diameter, as produced by decorating quasiperiodic tiling patterns, exhibit better TM PBGs than QCs consisting of noncircular features, as typically obtained in structures produced from level set equations.

FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) The champion AR-12mm structure with the largest TE PBG (56.5%). The filling ratio of the structure is 0.32; (b) schematic delineating the periodic honeycomb veins (AR-p6mm): honeycomb, rhombus, and triangles; (c) TE photonic LDOS maps for AR-12mm QCs, with log (LDOS) plotted vs fill ratio and frequency; (d) the LDOS plot for the champion structure (\( f = 0.32 \)); the TE PBG is indicated in the figure; (e) the champion AR-12mm QC with the largest complete PBG at \( f = 0.18 \). The “throwing star”-like dielectric resonator particles are indicated in the circles. This RV (resonator-vein) structure exhibits good short-range order.
PHOTONIC DENSITY OF STATES OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL ... in the center and interconnected veins radiating around the particle core, enabling formation of both TE and TM gaps; (5) the DOS maps provide detailed information about PBG properties obtained from different QC morphology design choices (symmetry, dielectric shapes, filling ratios, and structure morphology). The optimized QCs which have the largest PBGs are listed in Table I, which enables direct comparison of the PBG properties of this large set of QCs, and provides useful guidance for further photonic QC device design and optimization.
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